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Faronics Deep Freeze 15.0 with Serial My only concern with installing this is that it
will not uninstall before the restore and reinstall. Does the uninstall work correctly?
I have used Deep Freeze with great success but I am not sure if it works with a
hybrid drive configuration? It has always worked fine for me with a SAS drive only.
hi DBX User, With this version I've added SSD support. If you have separated
drives, you need to have Deeper Freeze on all the drives, at the same place, running
the same setup. Every Deep Freeze configuration (user, group, applications) is valid
for every drive. For a Hybrid Drive configuration, if the SSD is installed as the
default disk, it's works properly. But if you have two configured disks, and you try
to boot from one of them, the boot loader must support it (Is there a way to identify
which drive is used for boot?) Btw, I'm not talking about repair. It's only a recovery.
A Recovery Disk will be created with the normal Deep Freeze configuration you are
using for your system. Hope it helps. Hi, can you please show me a example of the
hybrid drive configuration. Eg: HDD on OS, SDD on recovery. After that point I'm
lost :) On 2012-09-06 02:03, strephon wrote: > I have used Deep Freeze with great
success but I am not sure if it works with a hybrid drive configuration? It has always
worked fine for me with a SAS drive only. > > hi DBX User, > > With this version
I've added SSD support. > > If you have separated drives, you need to have Deeper
Freeze on all the drives, at the same place, running the same setup. > > Every Deep
Freeze configuration (user, group, applications) is valid for every drive. > > For a
Hybrid Drive configuration, if the SSD is installed as the default disk, it's works
properly. > But if you have two configured disks, and you try to boot from one of
them, the boot loader must support it (Is there a way to identify which drive is used
for boot?) > > Btw, I'm not talking about repair. > It's only a recovery. > A
Recovery Disk will be created with the normal Deep Freeze configuration
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